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Polygons: Big picture

Idea
A theory of random knots requires
a theory of random curves.

Knotted DNA
Wassermann et al.

Science 229, 171–174

This curve is a point in
what space?

What is the geometry
of that space?



Goals

Basic Idea: model space curves by equilateral polygons.

Three main goals for this talk:

1 Describe how the moduli spaces of equilateral polygons
connect with a larger symplectic geometry story.

2 Use symplectic geometry to find nice coordinates on
equilateral polygon space.

3 Give a direct sampling algorithm which generates a
random equilateral n-gon in O(n5/2) time.



Space polygons

Definition
A random flight of n steps is a collection of n edges ~ei
distributed uniformly on the sphere. The vertices are partial
sums of ~ei .

The space of possible random flights (up to translation) is
(S2)n, which is a 2n-dimensional symplectic (Kähler) manifold .

Definition
A random equilateral n-gon is an n-edge random flight
conditioned on

∑
~ei = 0.

This is a (2n − 3)-dimensional Riemannian manifold.
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Building closed polygons

Idea
A random closed n-edge polygon is a k-edge random flight and
an n − k-edge random flight, conditioned on having the same
end-to-end distance.



Building closed polygons

Let φn(`) be the probability density function of the end to end
distance in a random flight of n unit length steps. It’s classical
that (where sinc x = sin x

x ):

φn(`) =
2`
π

∫ ∞

0
x sin `x sincn x dx =

2−n−1

π ` (n − 2)!
×

×
n−1∑

k=0

(−1)k
(

n − 1
k

)(
[−2k + `+ n − 2]

n − 2
+ − [−2k + `+ n]

n − 2
+

)

This is piecewise polynomial in ` of degree n − 3.

Proof.
Fourier transform. (sinc is the transform of the ’boxcar
function’.)



Pdf of k -th chord

Proposition (with Cantarella)
The probability density of the length of the chord connecting v1
and vk in an n-gon is given by

4π`2

Cn
φk (`)φn−k (`)

where
Cn = 2n−5πn−4

∫ ∞

−∞
x2 sincn x dx .

Fact
The whole pdf is piecewise-polynomial of degree n − 4.



Exact expectations

We can use this to compute some expected chordlengths
exactly:
n k = 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

4 1

5 17
15

17
15

6 14
12

15
12

14
12

7 461
385

506
385

506
385

461
385

8 1,168
960

1,307
960

1,344
960

1,307
960

1,168
960

9 112,121
91,035

127,059
91,035

133,337
91,035

133,337
91,035

127,059
91,035

112,121
91,035

10 97,456
78,400

111,499
78,400

118,608
78,400

120,985
78,400

118,608
78,400

111,499
78,400

97,456
78,400



Exact expectations

We can use this to compute some expected chordlengths
exactly:

E(chord(37,112)) =
2586147629602481872372707134354784581828166239735638
002149884020577366687369964908185973277294293751533
821217655703978549111529802222311915321645998238455
195807966750595587484029858333822248095439325965569
561018977292296096419815679068203766009993261268626
707418082275677495669153244706677550690707937136027
424519117786555575048213829170264569628637315477158
307368641045097103310496820323457318243992395055104

≈ 4.60973



Exact expectations

You can get any sum of functions of single chordlengths this
way (but we don’t understand the structure of the answers yet):

E(HydrodynamicRadius(15)) =
4

3883074281625
(427763619147+

11873777090560 log
(

7
6

)
− 11591065307360 log

(
6
5

)

+ 2915195692640 log
(

5
4

)
− 173574718240 log

(
4
3

)

+ 1072203440 log
(

3
2

)
− 10010 log(2))

≈ 0.768279



Some questions

Question
Why are expectations rational? Why degree n − 4?
We can rotate the k -edge flight and the n − k edge flight with
respect to each other

This is a continuous symmetry of the polygon space.



Some symplectic geometry

Theorem (Duistermaat-Heckmann, stated informally)
On a 2m-dimensional symplectic manifold,

d continuous, commuting Hamiltonian symmetries (i.e., a
Hamiltonian T d -action)→

d conserved quantities (momenta)

joint distribution is cts, piecewise-polynomial, degree ≤ m − d.

Polygons (up to rotation) are 2n − 6 = 2m dimensional. We
have 1 symmetry, so momentum is p.p. of degree ≤

m − 1 = (n − 3)− 1 = n − 4.

But we have more commuting symmetries than this!



Counting

Rotations around n − 3 chords di by n − 3 angles θi commute.

d1

d2



Symplectic details

The space
S2 × . . .× S2

of random flights is a symplectic manifold and the diagonal
SO(3) action is area-preserving on each factor, so this action is
by symplectomorphisms.

In fact, the action is Hamiltonian with corresponding moment
map µ : S2 × . . .× S2 → R3 given by

µ(~e1, . . . , ~en) =
∑

~ei .

Therefore, the equilateral polygons are µ−1(~0) and the space
Pol(n) of closed polygons up to translation and rotation is a
symplectic reduction

P̂ol(n;~r) = µ−1(~0)/SO(3) =
(

S2 × . . .× S2
)
//~0SO(3).
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The big symplectic picture (via Hausmann–Knutson)

(C2)n

G2(Cn)
//~0

U(
2)

(S2)n

//~r U
(1) n

Pol(n)
//~0

SO(
3)

//~r U
(1) n−1



Main theorem

Theorem (with Cantarella)
The joint distribution of d1, . . . ,dn−3 and θ1, . . . , θn−3

are all uniform (on their domains).

Proof.
Check D–H theorem applies (not entirely trivial, since Pol(n)
can be singular and the torus action is only defined on an open
dense subset; cf. Kapovich–Millson).

Then count: m = n − 3 and we have n − 3 symmetries, so the
pdf of the momenta di is piecewise polynomial of degree ≤

m − (n − 3) = (n − 3)− (n − 3) = 0 .

The pdf is continuous, so this means it’s constant.



What is the domain of the di?

Definition
The momenta d1, . . . ,dn−3 obey triangle inequalities which
determine an n − 3 dimensional polytope Pn ⊂ Rn−3. This is
called the moment polytope.

d1

d2

0
0

1

2

1 2



What is the domain of the di?

Definition
The momenta d1, . . . ,dn−3 obey triangle inequalities which
determine an n − 3 dimensional polytope Pn ⊂ Rn−3. This is
called the moment polytope.

d1

d2 d1 + d2 ≥ 1

d1 ≤ 2

d2 ≤ 2

d1 ≤ d2 + 1

d2 ≤ d1 + 1

0
0

1

2

1 2



Action-angle coordinates

Definition
The di and θi are action-angle coordinates on polygon space.
In these coordinates, the volume form is simple:

dVol = dd1 ∧ . . . ddn−3 ∧ dθ1 ∧ . . . dθn−3.

To recover the polygon:
14

d1
d2

✓1

✓2

FIG. 2: This figure shows how to construct an equilateral pentagon in cPol(5;~1) using the action-angle map.
First, we pick a point in the moment polytope shown in Figure 3 at center. We have now specified diagonals
d1 and d2 of the pentagon, so we may build the three triangles in the triangulation from their side lengths,
as in the picture at left. We then choose dihedral angles ✓1 and ✓2 independently and uniformly, and join
the triangles along the diagonals d1 and d2, as in the middle picture. The right hand picture shows the final
space polygon, which is the boundary of this triangulated surface.

Arm3(n;~r) admits a Hamiltonian action by the Lie group SO(3) given by rotating the polygonal
arm in space (this is the diagonal SO(3) action on the product of spheres) whose moment map
µ gives the vector joining the ends of the polygon. The closed polygons Pol3(n;~r) are the fiber
µ�1(~0) of this map. While the group action does not generally preserve fibers of this moment map,
it does preserve µ�1(~0) = Pol3(n;~r) and in this situation, we can perform what is known as a
symplectic reduction (or Marsden–Weinstein–Meyer reduction [49, 50]) to produce a symplectic
structure on the quotient of the fiber µ�1(~0) by the group action. This yields a symplectic structure
on the (2n � 6)-dimensional moduli space cPol3(n;~r). The symplectic measure induced by this
symplectic structure is equal to the standard measure given by pushing forward the subspace mea-
sure on Pol3(n;~r) to cPol3(n;~r) because the “parent” symplectic manifold Arm3(n;~r) is a Kähler
manifold [33].

The polygon space cPol3(n;~r) is singular if

"I(~r) :=
X

i2I

ri �
X

j /2I

rj

is zero for some I ⇢ {1, . . . , n}. Geometrically, this means it is possible to construct a linear
polygon with edgelengths given by ~r. Since linear polygons are fixed by rotations around the
axis on which they lie, the action of SO(3) is not free in this case and the symplectic reduction
develops singularities. Nonetheless, the reduction cPol3(n;~r) is a complex analytic space with
isolated singularities; in particular, the complement of the singularities is a symplectic (in fact
Kähler) manifold to which Theorem 13 applies.

Both the volume and the cohomology ring of cPol3(n;~r) are well-understood from this sym-
plectic perspective [11, 32, 36, 38, 39, 46, 66]. For example:

• Build the triangles from the edgelengths.
• Put the first one in a standard position.
• Place the rest using the dihedral angles.



Structure of the moment polytope

d1

d2

d3

(2,3,2)

(0,0,0)
(2,1,0)

The polytope Pn is defined by the triangle inequalities:

0 ≤ d1 ≤ 2
1 ≤ di + di+1
|di − di+1| ≤ 1

0 ≤ dn−3 ≤ 2



Sampling algorithm

Theorem (with Cantarella, Duplantier, Uehara)
A direct sampling algorithm for equilateral closed polygons with
expected performance O(n5/2) per sample.
If we let

si = di − di−1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2

and si ∈ [−1,1], then di automatically have |di − di−1| ≤ 1.

Proposition (with Cantarella, Duplantier, Uehara)
If we build di from si sampled uniformly in [−1,1]n, the di obey

all triangle inequalities with probability ∼ 6
√

6/π n−3/2.

So rejection sample to build di , sample θi directly, and
reassemble the polygon as above.



Diagonal sampling in 3 lines of code



Experimental result: Knots in 60-gons
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1 10 100 1000
HOMFLY

1.×10-6

1.×10-5

1.×10-4

1.×10-3

1.×10-2

1.×10-1

1.

Probability

Straight line: e−en−7/4

Log-log plot of ranked knot types ∼ linear (Zipf law?).

First observed by Baiesi-Orlandini-Stella .



Key question: Partition function (or total volume)

Question
How do we know that rejection sampling is expected to work
after ∼

√
π/63n3/2 tries?

Proposition
The (n − 3)-dimensional moment polytope Pn has volume

− 1
2(n − 3)!

bn/2c∑

k=0

(−1)k
(

n
k

)
(n−2k)n−3 =

2n−1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
x2 sincn x dx .

To estimate this for large n, observe that sincn x = (sin x/x)n

approaches 0 quickly away from x = 0, so we can expand
sinc x around 0.



More asymptotics

We can make the substitution x = y/
√

n, and observe

x2 dx → y2

n3/2 dy

Expanding sinc y/
√

n around 0, we get

sinc y/
√

n = 1− y2/6n + o(1/n)

In the limit,

lim
n→∞

(1− y2/6n + o(1/n))n = e−y2/6.

So we have

2n−1

2π
1

n3/2

∫ ∞

−∞
e−y2/6y2 dy = 3

√
3
π

2n− 3
2

1
n3/2

.



But how do we know the sinc formula?

Symplectic geometers (Takakura, Khoi, Mandini) have
computed the symplectic volume of this space and found:

VolPn = − 1
2(n − 3)!

bn/2c∑

k=0

(−1)k
(

n
k

)
(n − 2k)n−3.

and we have the general integral formula

(−1)p

(n − 2p − 1)!

bn/2c∑

k=0

(−1)k
(

n
k

)
(n−2k)n−2p−1 =

2n

2π

∫ ∞

−∞

sinn x
xn−2p dx .



Why is this interesting?

Closed polygon space is a symplectic reduction of (S2)n: a toric
symplectic manifold with action-angle coordinates given by
rotating each edge around the z-axis and moment polytope
[−1,1]n given by the z coordinates of edges.

The volume of the central slab Sa of this hypercube where
−a ≤∑ xi ≤ a is given by Pólya’s formula:

Vol(Sa) =
2n−1a
π

∫ ∞

−∞
sinc(ax) sincn−1 x dx ,

roughly because the slab area is the convolution of a collection
of boxcar functions, each of which has Fourier transform sinc x ,
so we should think of the right-hand integral in Fourier space.



A tale of two sinc integrals

Vol(Sa) =
2n−1a
π

∫ ∞

−∞
sinc(ax) sincn−1 x dx .

When a = 1, this reduces to

Vol(S1) =
2n−1

π

∫ ∞

−∞
sincn x dx .

Compare to

Vol(Pn) =
2n−1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
x2 sincn x dx .

Question
Why does the symplectic volume of the reduction look like the
Fourier transform of the 2nd derivative of the convolution of
functions giving the area of a slice of a hypercube?



More questions

Question
Derivatives of hypercube slice volumes are lower-dimensional
volumes of their boundaries (which are also hypercube slices).
Does this mean that the volume of the moment polytope is a
sum of volumes of hypercube slices?

Question
Does this mean that the moment polytope is a union of
hypercube slices?



Broader Questions



Algebraic geometry and measures

(C2)n

G2(Cn)
//G

L(
2,
C)

(CP1)n

//(C ∗
) n

Pol(n)
//P

GL(
2,
C)//(C ∗

) n−1

Question
How to use algebraic geometry to understand Pol(n)?



Geometry of the space of planar polygons

(R2)n

G2(Rn)

//G
L(

2,
R)

(RP1)n

//(R ∗
) n

PolR2(n)
//P

GL(
2,
R)//(R ∗

) n−1

Question
What is the analog of the symplectic story for n-gons in the
plane?



Topologically constrained random walks

Tezuka Lab, Tokyo Institute of Technology

Question
What special geometric structures exist on the conformation
space of random polygonal graphs?



Thank you!

Thank you for listening!
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